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Implementing SGMA Collectively: The Role of Bargaining and Markets

Research Summary for Policymakers and Stakeholders

Andrew B. Ayres (UC, Santa Barbara)
with Eric Edwards (Utah State), Gary Libecap (UCSB), and Kyle Meng (UCSB)

Groundwater is a prime example of a common-pool resource that is subject to over-extraction when users

can access it without constraint. As pumpers compete for the resource, the stock is depleted, pumping

costs rise, wells may interfere with one another, and other collateral impacts emerge, such as seawater

intrusion—all causing the resource to lose value.  Despite widespread acknowledgement of the need for

better developed rules to manage groundwater use in California, many obstacles complicate negotiations

between groundwater users over the best way to allocate access, and these obstacles will remain as users

attempt to meet the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act’s (SGMA) requirements.

We 1) examine persistent overdraft in California’s basins in the face of growing losses and 2) estimate the

gains  from better  defining  pumping  rights.  We  find  that  despite  large  gains  from management,  the

inability to agree on management rules can be explained by basin and user characteristics that complicate

negotiations. For example, we estimate that gains from defining groundwater rights in the Mojave Desert

exceeded $60 million, yet  achieving agreement nonetheless took two attempts over forty years. More

generally, high costs of contracting over new rules suggest that appropriate responses will vary across

basins,  with  different  restrictions,  spatial  extent,  and  allocation  schemes.  Results  and  more  detailed

recommendations can be found below.

Difficulty in Establishing Agreement for Groundwater Management Rules

Why are some valuable natural resources subject to management and others not? Substantial variation
exists in the strictness of groundwater management regimes across California’s basins. Users in 30% of
California’s 445 basins have adopted some sort of management, but nonetheless many remain in critical
overdraft. Costs of reaching agreement (contracting) over new resource access rules are one explanation. 

Results

 We document a critical role of contracting costs in explaining the inability to adopt management.

In particular, we find that these costs increase with basin size, the number of users, dispersion
in water uses and valuations, and spatial variance in recharge within a basin. These results
suggest that reaching agreement on new rules will be costly due to disparate bargaining positions.

Recommendations

 Regulatory  agencies  should  continue  to  support  and stakeholders  should  seek  out  on-the-

ground facilitation services.



 Different resource problems require agreement on different rules, so DWR should also  remain

open to approaches that economize on contracting costs. In the past, basin users have adopted
spatially restricted management to address seawater intrusion, written contracts to share imported
water  in  order  to  avoid costly production restrictions,  or  adopted well-spacing restrictions  to
address cross-well interference without restricting pumping rates. Such finely tailored responses
may not explicitly meet all of the targets set forth in SGMA’s enabling legislation, but they may
be sufficient to address user concerns while avoiding points of contentious disagreement. 

 Where property rights and allocations must be defined, certain allocation schemes may lend

themselves more readily to agreement. Where soil quality is homogeneous and crop diversity
low, allocation based on irrigated acreage can be preferred to grandfathering based on previous
pumping, which is difficult to measure and verify.

Gains from Developing Secure Groundwater Rights

When users do succeed in agreeing upon new institutions to manage groundwater, how does this affect
the value of the resource? Are resource users better off as a result? Defining groundwater rights entails
setting a cap on the volume of groundwater that can be pumped annually and allocating rights among
users. Although this process restricts pumping, it also improves long-term resource availability, grants an
asset that can be traded, and reduces uncertainty. We investigate whether this solution to the common-
pool problem increases resource value and makes users better off by looking to the Mojave Desert. 

Results

 We find that the causal impact of better defining property rights to groundwater in the Mojave is

to increase land value by over 50%, on average; this reflects an increase in the value of water
rights implicitly held by each land parcel. Gains exceed $60 million. The magnitude of this
effect can be explained by the extreme scarcity of hydrologic resources in the Mojave, the likely
collapse of the resource under open access, and expectations of rapid urban expansion fueling
increased water demand in the future.

Recommendations

 Disagreements over allocation of rights and appropriate rates of extraction often crop up between

urban  and  agricultural  users.  Where  urban  growth  is  limited  in  part  by  water  resource
scarcity, gains from trade between the two groups can be quite large.

 Encouraging the adoption of  marketable pumping allowances can reduce the total  costs  of

adjustment and allow many parties to benefit from gains from trade. In particular, allocating
these rights to otherwise recalcitrant users can ease consensus-building.
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